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 t’s time for an update on the state of our nature 

reserve.  We also welcome quite a few new home 

owners and so we thought it appropriate to bring them 

up to speed as to the relationship between the HOA 

and the WBPNRT (Westford Bridge Private Nature Reserve 

trust) and how the reserve is managed, our responsibilities as 

prescribed in the founding “Deed of Trust”, lines of 

communication etc. 

When Westford Bridge was originally established as a 

residential development in the mid 1990’s three separate 

legal entities were created - Westford Bridge estate, which 

was to be managed by a home owner’s association (WBHOA);  

the Phantom Forest Eco Reserve(PFER) , privately owned by 

it’s share-holders; and the nature reserve (WBPNRT), to be 

managed by a board of Trustees, quite separate from the 

WBHOA.   

The area as a whole is approx. 137Ha in extent, just over 

100Ha of which is nature reserve, stretching from the  

Rheenendal road in the west to half way into the Knysna river 

in the east, which is quite a lot of real estate to look after. 

The OBJECTS OF THE TRUST, as stated in the founding 

document (Deed of Trust) include: 

o To engage in or promote nature conservation or 

animal protection activities. 

o To take over the reserve, and thereafter to 

administer, manage and control such reserve, 

applying sound nature conservation principles, for 

the benefit and use of the owners of plots in the 

Resort ll erven (WB residential estate), and the 

Resort l owner (PFER), and the general public*. 

o To implement and sustain, on an on-going basis, the 

management plan for the reserve, which 

management plan shall include the maintenance of 

the tracks and walking trails in the reserve, the 

prevention and restoration of erosion, the 

maintenance and control over the flora and fauna, 

the control and removal of alien vegetation, the re-

introduction of indigenous fauna, the maintenance 

of the designated firebreaks in the reserve, and the 

management of human activity and access* into the 

reserve…..  

(*controlled access for the general public, such as birding groups, garden 

clubs etc.) 

And to put this into effect, a board of Trustees was 

established, comprising 3 members representing the WB 

home owners and 1 member representing the PFER.  In 

addition, a PROFESSIONAL ADVISORY BOARD (PAB) was 

established, comprising four individuals who are experienced 

in the field of nature conservation, to provide advice and 

oversight in the management of the reserve. 

Over the years much has been done by Trustees and others 

to achieve the mandate.  We’ve had our challenges, the worst 

being the fire of June 2017, which rendered the area a 

moonscape and the ensuing proliferation of alien vegetation 

that threatened to overwhelm the area, which initiated a 

vigorous (and timeous) eradication program, which, thanks to 

the tireless efforts of all those involved, has been very 

successful, with appreciative recognition from bodies such as 

the SCLI (Southern Cape Land Owners Initiative) who, in 

conjunction with the DEA (Dept. of Environmental Affairs) 

have to date donated just over 100L of 

herbicide as well as other chemicals to 

our cause, which has saved us an 

estimated R45,000.  Just last week we 

took delivery of our second allocation. 

The GRRI (Garden Route Rehabilitation 

Initiative) have also been very 

supportive  - “Keep up the good work. 

Westford Bridge is setting an excellent example of how to implement 
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an invasive alien plant control program. Thank you very much to the 

Westford Bridge team!”;  and  Mike Cameron of the Nelson 

Mandela University and current chairman of WBPNRT 

commented after walking here with a team of botanists - “The 

almost total lack of invasive species was commented on by all. Your 

reserve and the people responsible can be very proud of the 

dedication to maintaining an alien free fynbos.” 

 

So much for the background – back to today… 

CURRENT BOARD 
The current board of Trustees comprises Alan Crocker 

(Admin), Pierre Cronje (Finance), Bob Strain 

(Communications) and myself, Dion Gaylard (Operations).  

Please feel free to communicate with either of us should you 

wish – contact details are on the WB website. 

 

WALKING TRAILS 
We are encouraged to see renewed interest in walking on the 

reserve and while you are out there please keep an eye out 

for relevant issues that may require attention, such as alien 

vegetation re-growth, fallen trees, broken steps and 

boardwalks etc., and please notify either myself  

(diongaylard@iafrica.com), or Jenny (jennygaylard@iafrica.com) 

directly, so that we can attend to it.  Please don’t simply put 

a comment on the MyWestford Whatsapp as it is sure to be 

lost among the many other comments that are posted.  If you 

prefer, you can Whatsapp us directly as well. 

You would help us a lot by doing so, as the area we need to 

manage is pretty large and there are basically only our two 

pairs of eyes monitoring it all, which requires that we walk 

every trail regularly to assess and plan on-going maintenance 

and frequently re-visit these to check that the job has been 

done as instructed.  And it is not just the 6 k’s of tracks and 

trails that need managing, there is the on-going alien 

eradication program,  4 k’s of firebreaks to maintain, removal 

of fallen trees, infrastructure to fix, such as boardwalks, 

bridges, benches, signage  etc.  So your help would be much 

appreciated. 

Also bear in mind that we have limited resources.  Routine 

maintenance is generally only done twice a month by the PGS 

team, so some paths may look a little overgrown at times, but 

then they are “trails” after all, not formal paths in a botanical 

garden.  So take care when walking, particularly on the Forest 

Walk which can be very slippery at times.  Carry a walking 

stick!  

By the way, for the purposes of clarification, maintenance of 

the jetty, Phantom Pass road verges and the firebreaks 

abutting the residential property (ie. on the western 

boundary of the residential estate) is the responsibility of the 

HOA, not the WBPNRT.  

While we are about it, a friendly reminder that dogs should 

be on a leash at all times in the reserve.  

This is to protect our wildlife.  A small animal such as a 

bushbuck fawn, a greysbok or mongoose for that matter, 

wouldn’t stand a chance 

against dogs in “hunting” 

mode – and you can’t blame 

the dogs for acting on instinct.  

In fact, in the forest, the boot 

could be on the other foot 

should one encounter a bush 

pig.  An unleashed dog could be in serious danger, as could 

you, although as they are mostly nocturnal, such an 

encounter would be rare.  We should also be reminded that 

domestic cats should also be controlled as they can wreak 

havoc among the bird life. 

While on the subject of bush pigs, those of you who regularly 

walk the Forest Walk and Leopard Trail in particular would 

have noticed signs of bush pig foraging and may find the 

following excerpt from Wikipedia of interest. 

The bushpig (Potamochoerus larvatus) is a member of the pig 

family and lives in 

forests, woodland, 

riverine vegetation and 

reedbeds. Adult 

bushpigs stand from 66 

to 100 cm at the 

shoulder, and weigh 

from 55 to 150 kg . 

They resemble the 

domestic pig, and can 

be identified by their blunt, muscular snouts, small eyes, 

pointed, tufted ears, smallish razor-sharp tusks and buckled 

toes. Their colour varies from reddish brown to dark brown and 

becomes darker with age. Both sexes have a lighter-coloured 

mane which bristles when the animal becomes agitated. They 

are quite social animals and are found in sounders of up to 12 

members. A typical group will consist of a dominant male and 

a dominant female, with other females and juveniles 

accounting for the rest. Litters of three to four young are born 

in summer after a gestation period of approximately four 

months. Bushpigs can be very aggressive, especially when 

they have young.  They grunt softly while foraging, and make a 

long, resonant growl as an alarm call..! 

NEIGHBOURS 

You will recall from previous Updates that we have had an 

on-going battle with neighbours regarding the eradication of 
aliens on our shared boundaries and I am pleased to say that 
at long last we have some success to report: 

RIVERSIDE LODGE: After nearly two years of discussions with 

the DEA (Green Scorpions) a meeting was arranged with the 

owners earlier this month and I was able to take Mr. Johan 

Botha, a trustee and co-owner of the property, up into our 

reserve and show him the alien infestation on their boundary.  

He has agreed, and confirmed in writing, that they will cut a 

5m firebreak to abut our own, from the end of our fence (next 

to no. 6) up to the Rheenendal Rd, and that work will start by 

the end of the month.  Hopefully he will be true to his word, 

which will alleviate the problem on our southern boundary. 
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SANRAL: The northern boundary of our reserve shares a 

common boundary with the SANRAL road reserve.  Again, we 

have had several discussions with them regarding the prolific 

alien growth on the road reserve (which starts near our water 

tanks on the north side and heads west to the Rheenendal 

road) and after much nagging I had the opportunity of taking 

one of their project co-ordinators into the area recently.  They 

too have confirmed that they will clear the area of aliens, 

during April/May.  Being state property, there is a certain 

amount of red-tape to get through, hence the delay.  

However it is all positive news. 

FAR HILLS: In contrast to the positive interaction with the 

previous two neighbours mentioned above, the owner of this 

property (which abuts our western boundary and is by far the 

most alien-infested of the three), who happens to live in 

Australia, has apparently been most uncooperative, with the 

result that the DEA have, or are about to, serve a “directive” 

on him to clear his property of alien growth within a 

prescribed time-frame, failing which he could face serious 

and costly consequences.  Hopefully this will have the desired 

effect. 

 

ALIEN VEGETATION 
Clearing of alien vegetation continues to be our major 

challenge.  No sooner do we believe we are on top of the 

game, when Rodderick and his team uncover another patch 

of re-growth, mainly Black wattle, although Blackwood and 

Blue Gum are pretty determined survivors as well.  On re-

opening the Forest Trail we were met by a swathe of Blue 

Gum saplings and ink-berry plants that would in time have 

overwhelmed the indigenous forest.  Due to the difficult 

terrain in parts it took Rodderick and his team 3 weeks to 

clear this particular area.  In some cases they had to use ropes 

to access some of the slopes. 

Happily the 

alien clearing 

program has 

now stabilized, 

with Rodderick  

contracted to 

carry out a 

program of  

sweeps, block 

by block, on a 

one-day per-week basis.  This will probably be the pattern for 

the next twelve months, although, dependent on what new 

growth the team uncovers hiding under the bracken and 

bitou, we may have to amend the plan to suit the moment. 

 

 

 

ESTABLISHING NEW TRAILS 

From time to time we have had the occasional request to cut 

additional trails on the reserve as well as to re-establish the 

steep path down the firebreak on our western boundary 

(leading south off the top of the Leopard Trail).  We have not 

done so due to the abnormally agressive growth since the fire 

and the pressure it has put on the team to maintain the 

existing trails.  However, come the winter months, we may 

re-consider this, particularly the re-establishment of the 

firebreak path, provided there is popular demand for it.  Your 

comments and suggestions would be appreciated.  We shall 

also be attending to the few steps etc. that require reseating, 

particularly in the forest. 

 

TRAILS MAP 

We are currently having copies of the Trails Map printed and 

laminated for distribution to home owners, folded into three 

so that it is easier to carry.  While the map is hand-drawn it is 

reasonably accurate as it’s background is the actual contour 

map of the area, which gives one a reasonable idea of the 

gradient of the terrain.  There is also a “scale” should you wish 

to establish the approximate distance of your chosen route.  

Benches and picnic tables are marked and the more 

significant “elevation” points are identified.  There is also a 

brief description of 

each walk on the flip 

side. 

 

 

 

So get out there and enjoy…. 

 

 


